Inclement
Weather
Information
As much as we can all appreciate the

Prior to School
Opening-Extreme Cold

Temperature is -35 without the
windchill or colder and the
forecasted temperature is
expected to drop within 2 hours
(6am-8am local time)

Prior to School
OpeningBlizzard/Visibility

weather we were getting it seems as
against the sunshine and clear skies going
can come with inclement weather days
and bus cancellations which is why we
have revised and updated our Procedure

103- Inclement Weather Bus

*NEW*
Buses may now
operate in the
afternoon

Cancellations

Conditions are forecasted to
improve by 12:00pm local time

Subscribe to our Blog
Subscribe to our blog to receive
email notifications about bus
delays & cancellations

information & tools regarding inclement

Website: http://rrdtsc.rrdsb.com

Forecasted temperature of -35
without the windchill or warmer by
12:00pm local time.

All decisions to delay and/or cancel
routes must be made by 6:00am
local time

to the right and take a look at our website

weather days.

The decision to operate in the
afternoon will be based on the
following:

The decision to operate in the
afternoon will be made using the
best information available at the
time

Be sure to read through our information
to ensure you have the most up-to-date

2-hour delay may be implemented
prior to starting the route to allow
time for snow plowing services
within the district
If the conditions are not forecasted
to improve by 12:00pm local time,
the decision will be made to cancel
the route for the day.

though Mother Nature has decided
forward. We all know the difficulties that

The decision to cancel
transportation due to extreme
cold temperatures shall be
made based on the following
conditions:

Stay informed- Social
Media

All bus delays & cancellations are
posted to our social media sites:
Facebook- @rrdtsc
Twitter- @rrdtsc
Be sure to follow them!

